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The development of a tunable CCL las^r employing an integrated 

optics approach to its construction is delineated herein. Current 

progress toward the demonstration of operation, technical problems en- 

countered, and the approach proposed to Incorporate the tunable feature 

are included. The apposite laser design parameters for application as 

a local oscillator for a tunable optical heterodyne receiver are 

emphasized. Tunability is required to accommodate the large doppler 

shifts encountered with high velocity targets or in active sensor systems 

on high velocity vehicles. 

The Integrated optics approach employs a nonuniform distributed 

iterative passive waveguide in close proximity to a planar active gas 

waveguide to form the resonant circuit. Backward wave Bragg diffraction 

coupling is employed between the active gas waveguide and the passive 

feedback waveguide. Transverse gas flow and transverse excitation are 

considered as opposed to the longitudinal configuration of a capillary 

waveguide laser. Collinear Bragg diffraction by surface elastic (Rayleigh) 

waves in the passive feedback waveguide is proposed to achieve the wide 

tuning range. 

The characteristics of nonuniform distributed feedback laser ring 

resonant circuits are analyzed employing a coupled mode approach. One 

important virtue of the distributed hetero-feedback laser structure 

analyzed is the provision for design-control of the laser longitudinal 

mode spectrum to accommodate requirements for a wide tuning range. Produc- 

tion of the required backward wave Bragg diffraction couplers and the 

passive feedback waveguide by photolithographic techniques and demonstra- 

tion of their operation has been successful. 

Because tue active gas waveguide is thin (100 microns) it was deemed 

necessary to expe.lnientally verify increased gain due to the close proximity 

of the waveguide walls. This was done by extending the capillary waveguide 

laser art, using a 0.6 ran diameter bore. 
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The production of a continuous uniform plasma discharge at the 

required high pressures to accotmodate tuning In the thin planar active 

gas waveguide Is the most serious problem encountered. Both DC and 

RF-excltatlon had been employed yielding concentrated arcs In the thin 

waveguide section. Various means to produce a continuous uniform plasma 

discharge In the thin waveguide cross section are continuing to receive 

attention. The thin plasma discharge chamber Investigated differs 

drastically from that of the large chambers employed for transverse 

excited atmospheric C02 lasor designs which employ fast-flow and only 

operate In a pulsed mode. 

Recommendations altering the design to alleviate problems en- 

countered with the concentrated arcs are proposed In exchange 'ar pro- 

blems due to the Increase of the active waveguide thickness and Its 

coupling to the passive feedback waveguide via the contra-directional 

couplers. 
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A. PROGRAM OBJECTIVE 

Our defense establishment continues to require from technology 

an ever-increasing sensitivity and resolution improvement from active 

sensor systems. The emission f^om a COg laser is regarded by system 

engineers as an excellent source for active sensors because (1) it is 

capable of enormous power outputs realized efficiently, (2) its wave- 

length is in a superior atmospheric "window" which is least affected 

meteorologically, and (3) the associated tolerances required are 

commensurate with high gain apertures. 

The superheterodyne receiver provides the ultimate sensitivity in 

the IR spectral region. Wideband performance is required for high- 

range resolution while frequency stability is required for high-spatial 

resolution derived from transverse Doppler signal processing. Many 

targets of interest to our defense move at high velocity and, thus, 

introduce a Doppler shift in the received signal. The received base- 

band signal with Doppler extends into the microwave region. The 

photodetector response is severely limited in the microwave region; 

therefore, for a superheterodyne system, a local oscillator is required 

which can be tuned sufficiently to accommodate the Doppler offset such 

that the available detector response bandwidth can be fully utilized to 

achieve resolution without degradation from noise due to excess band- 

width. 

Typical laboratory COg lasers produce tens of watts power output 

whereas a heterodyne receiver local oscillator only requires a few 

tenths of watts. These typical laboratory C02 lasers employ comparatively 

long Fabry-Perot resonators to achieve the higher power output. However, 

the close proximity of the longitudinal Fabry-Perot modes severely limits 

the tuning range. Current engineering practice to increase the tuning 

range by reducing the Fabry-Perot length generally lowers the power output 

to a level insufficient for a tracking (monopulse) heterodyne receiving 

system. Further, these laboratory CO2 lasers operate at a pressure of a 
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few tens of Torr which produces a collision-broadened linewidth 

comparable to the longitudinal Fabry-Perot mode period, thus pro- 

ducing a single emission line. A substantial increase of pressure 

approaching 1/2 an atmosphere is essential to collision-broaden the 

emission linewidth sufficiently to accommodate a tuning range com- 

mensurate with the Doppler offset. However, the Fabry-Perot length 

must be severely limited to achieve a wide tuning range and single 

mode output. High pressure operation also leads to an increased 

power generation per unit volume. The scaling properties of tube- 

confined gas discharge plasmas suggest the possibility of operating 

at high pressures. 

An effort to develop a tunable 10 micron laser for application 

as a local oscillator and to provide a sufficiently wide unambiguous 

tuning range to accommodate a large Doppler offset is delineated in 

this report. The approach being developed has its roots in the capillary 

waveguide laser art. However, it is unique because it employs a planar 

configuration compatible with the processing techniques for integrated 

circuits. The integrated optics approach to far infrared gas lasers 

and the supporting theoretical effort together with experiments to 

demonstrate the concept using COg is documented herein. The basic 

approach to achieve wide unambiguous tuning is included. However, the 

experimental development is relegated to a later phase. 

The integrated optics approach employs a distributed iterative 

waveguide in close proximity to the active gas to form the resonant circuit. 

Bragg backward wave diffraction coupling is employed between the active gas 

waveguide and the passive feedback waveguide. Transverse gas flow and 

transverse discharge excitation are considered as opposed to the longi- 

tudinal configuration of a capillary waveguide laser. Collinear Bragg 

diffraction by surface elastic (Rayleigh) waves in the passive feedback 

waveguide is proposed to achieve the wide tuning ringe. 
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B.    CAPILLARY WAVEGUIDE LASER ART 6"7 

Use of the hollow dielectric waveguide (capillary) in lasers 

was first suggested by Marcatili and Schmeltzer2 as a confinement 

structure for the gas discharge and the emitted light.    It was first 

demonstrated by Smith   using He/Ne in the far red.    In the 1 u region, 

a hollow glass capillary tube with bore diameter of 2 mm exhibits a 

propagation 'oss of 2 dB/Km for the EH^ mode.    Stmilarly, for an 

aluminum tube at the same wavelength with a 0.5 mm diameter, the 

transmission loss is also 2 dB/Km for the TE01 mode.   Although these 

low losses are attractive, stringent requirements are imposed upon 

the bend radius of these guides.    If the propagation loss is allowed 

to increase by a factor of two by the bend, the minimum radius for 

the hollow glass capillary is 10 Km!    Therefore, use of a capillary 

waveguide, together with Fabry-Perot reflectors for field confinement 

in a laser resonator, imposes stringent mechanical alinement requirements. 

Interest in the capillary waveguide configuration arises from the 

desirable effect of the waveguide walls upon the active gar, with the 

result that (1) a significant increase in gain is realized4, (2) an 

increased emission linewidth, (3) an increased volumetric power 

generated and (4) an increased saturation parameter.    These desirable 
characteristics evolve from a favorable de-excitation of the CO« by the 

walls,operation at an Increased optimum pressure and reduced plasma 

temperature because of improved thermal conductivity to the walls. 

A comparison of published C02 laser parameters including gain, power density and 
saturation parameter Is summarized In Table I.   Results for a capillary 
configuration at two temperatures, a high flow rate configuration, and 
the conventional approach are indicated with the corresponding plasma 

tube bore diameter and the plasma tube material.   The effect of using 

the capillary waveguide approach upon the capillary gas dynamics and thus 
the gain Is startling.   The power density and saturation parameters are 
iramatically Increased by the capillary configuration because of the pressure 
scaling inversely with the diameter.   The effect of temperature and the sub- 

stitution of a high thermal conductive capillary (BeO) Is dramatic.    In the 
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capillary waveguide tubes, the optimum current density Is approximately 
100 times larger than In conventional tubes, resulting in a larger power 
Input per unit length (300 W/m) and In available volumetric power output. 
In general, the small diameter plasma tube has led to an Increased opti- 
mum pressure with a corresponding Increase of the emission llnewldth and 
required electric field to excite the plasma.   The gradient of pressure 
throughout the capillary Is such as to Inhomogeneously collision-broaden 
the emission line through the capillary length. 

TABLE 1 

co2 LASER PARAMETERS 

Type 
Gain 
dB/M 

Power Density 
W/cm3 

Saturation 
Parameter 

W/cm2 

Tube 
Dia. 
mm 

Capillary 
* S102 230

oK 21 0.6 
6BeO 230aK 

300° K 
28 
19 

30 
18 

6300 
3400 

7S109 230°K c 300oK 
37 
24 

15 
9 

3600 
2100 

* S10, 240oK 
« 300oK 

32 
19 

3 
■ 

8S102 300
oK 12 4400 2 

9S102 300
oK 9 -100 3.3 

High Flow 4 9 500 13 

Conventional 11 
20 

.25 
1.4 

100 13 
5 

* Data derived as a part of this program. 
As a part of this effort, several S102 capillary lasers were con- 

structed, characterized and their operation demonstrated.   The smallest 
plasma tube of 0.6mm dla. yielded a measured gain of 21dD/M at 
230oK.   Another plasma tube of 1.0mm dla. yielded a measured gain of 32dB/M 
at 2409K and 19db/M at 300*K.   For the 0.6mm dla., the capillary wall was 
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l.Omm. T'ie effect of the large pressure drop (100 Torr) In the 
0.6mm capillary Is, presumably, the cause for this reduced measured 
gain. Further, no clear optimum pressure was observed. For the 
1.0mm bore, the capillary wall thickness was 4mm. These gain measure- 
ments are approximately 5dB less than comparable results of Bridges7 

presumably due to Increased gas temperature due to the larger 
capillary wall thickness and due to the use of standard capillary 
Instead of precision bore capillary tubing. 

Our experience derived from using the circular capillary con- 
figuration has emphasized the critical requirement for cooling the 
C02:N2:He mixture. The confined plasma discharge requires an 
effective thermal sink as demonstrated by Burkhardt, et al, using 
BeO ceramic. Further, the problems associated with the high-voltage 
gradients, the high-pressure gradients and the high-temperature 
gradients which arise as a result of the confinement In the capillary 
configuration all emphasize the desirability to develop an alternate 
approach. Further, the requirement for a wide tuning range emphasizes 
that the collision-broadened llnewldth must be uniform throughout the 
gain region. Therefore, a waveguide approach Is followed which pro- 
vides for a transverse flow of gases and a transverse excitation of 

the plasma. 
C. DISTRIBUTED FEEDBACK LASERS (DFB) 

Concurrent with the development of capillary waveguide lasers has 
been the development of distributed waveguide periodic structures In- 
corporated In the active laslng material as a feedback mechanism. Con- 
ventional lasers employ a Fabry-Perot reflector system with a portion 
of the resonant volume containing the active laslng medium as the feed- 
back mechanism. The distributed feedback concept depends upon the 
constructive, cumulative reflection from a periodic structure or grating 
which extends throughout an active planar laser medium or Immediately 
adjacent to the active medium. A distributed feedback Is an attractive 
means to realize a resonant structure In the plane of an Integrated 
optical circuit. The distributed feedback provides Important advantages 
which Include high spectral purity, design controllable, longitudinal 
mode and several means to effect tuning of the laser emission output. 
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Thus far, the demonstration of distributed feedback lasers has 

been confined to high-gain laser media (dye)JO-13 The validity of the 
DFB concept has been adequately demonstrated and its emission spectrum 
characterized under pulse conditions. However, it has as yet not been 
demonstrated with an active material in a continuous operating mode. 
Most experimenters have employed a blazed diffraction grating or a 
grating produced in a photographic emulsion adjacent to the active 
laser material. They have also employed the interference of two pump 
beams to produce a grating of excitation in the active laser material. 
Two methods of tuning of these structures have been demonstrated. The 
first by changing the angular orientation of the interfering pump 
beams has changed the active grating period and, thus, the emission 
wavelength. The other approach has employed an anisotropic substrate 
confining the active laser medium such that the evanescent field 

ID 

penetrating the substrate is affected by the oriontation. 
The theory for distributed feedback dielectric waveguides, backward 

wave scattering from periodic structures and the spectral characteristics 
is an important analytical conception which has evolved from this effort. 
The analyses are an extension of the current literature to include 
structures wherein the active and passive feedback waveguide and the 
backward wave diffraction couplers are separate design-controllable 
functions. Results of this analysis are employed in a later section 
to describe apposite characteristics of our approach to a tunable 

integrated C02 laser. 
After a heuristic description of our integrated optics approach to 

a tunable C02 laser in Section II, an analysis of the distributed feed- 
back structure contained therein Is presented. The backward wave Bragg 
diffraction coupling of guided modes in a bifurcated waveguide structure 
with periodic perturbation on the waveguide dimensions and the spectral 
characteristics of this planar resonant structure are presented. Marcuse k 

presents an analytical treatment of backward Bragg scattering in hollow 

dielectric waveguide lasers using a planar geometry. However, he has 
considered only symmetrical waveguide structures. The type of geometry 

discussed in this report, however, requires the knowledge of the 
characteristics of backward wave coupling on asymmetrical structures of 
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the type considered by Shubert. Kogelnlk "has performed a coupled mode 

analysis of DFB lasers and derived both threshold gain parameters and 

laslng frequencies for the case when the feedback grating Is continuous 

over the entire length of the active region. The distributed hetero- 

feedback (DHFB) structure wherein the feedback Is a discontinuous function 

along the laser structure Is considered as a design-controllable means 

to alter the gain and spectral characteristics. The specific case con- 

sidered of non-uniform feedback Is that of a central gap In the grating. 

Section II-B considers the basic principles of DFB coupling between 

modes of the bifurcated guide region composed of both the active gas 

cavity and the feedback waveguide. Coupling constants between oppositely 

travelling modes are derived as a function of waveguide parameters. 
Spectral characteristics of the periodic perturbations are examined In 

detail and complex reflection coefficients derived. Section II-C presents 

the coupled mode analysis for a general DFB structure where a control gap Is 

included Into a continuous-feedback grating. Approximate eigenvalue 

equations are presented which Illustrate the variation of the laser 

frequency spectrum with the grating parameters for the low gain C02 case. 
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II.   TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 

A.    AN INTEGRATED OPTICS APPROACH FOR A TUNABLE COg LASER 
The design approach curreratly being Implemented and Investigated 

differs radically from that of current practice relating to the C02 

capillary laser.   The design has emphasized a planar active waveguide 

structure arranged to provide transverse flow and excitation of the 
C02:N2:He gas mixture Instead of the col 11 near confinement by the 
capillary.   Another design feature Incorporates an active waveguide containing 

the C02 plasma discharge, paralleled with a passive feedback waveguide 

wherein both waveguides are coupled via backward wave Bragg diffraction 

couplers to form a ring resonant circuit (no area).   Characterization of 

our active/passive waveguide ring with contradlrectlonal couplers Is de- 

lineated In detail In a following section. 
The transverse and longitudinal cross-sections of the tunable Inte- 

grated C02 laser at conceived are Illustrated In Figures  i and2 .   The 

full structure In Its entirety Is delineated.   However, at this point 
In the program only certain facets have been developed and others are 

contingent upon further Investigation.   These Include techniques to 

achieve a uniform plasma discharge and later the Incorporation of 
techniques to tune the laser.    It employs entirely a planar processing 

technology.   Referring to the transverse cross-section, the active 
waveguide contributing to the gain Is a rectangular section 100 v In 
height and 3000 y In width.   The length of the active waveguide Indicated 

In Figure 2 Is 9 cm. 
The thin film feedback waveguide to be formed by evaporation of a 

II-VI semiconductor such as ZnSe will be approximately 3 u thick and 3000 p 

wide.   Two techniques are employed to create the backward wave Bragg 
diffraction couplers.   They Include either direct Ion milling on the sur- 

face or Ion milling of a gold superstrata film on the ZnSe film to produce 

transverse conductive bars as a gratltig.   The grating and control of Its 
period are formed by a holographic technique]^ .e., the Interference of 

two krypton laser beams. 
The transverse cross-section Is composed of two parallel, adjacent 

planar substrates.   The upper section contains the co2:N2:Hfc gas ports 

connected to two parallel chemically-etched channels serving as a gas 
distribution manifold on each side of the active waveguide.   The direction 
of gas flow Is Illustrated In Figure  2.   The upper superstrata fon« the gas 

Preceding page blank 9 
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C02:N2:He Gas Port 

Direction- 
Gas Flow 

Grating 

Feedback 
Waveguide 

3iTin 

Substrate 

lOOw 

Discharge Electrode 

Figure 1.   Transverse cross-section of the Integrated optics 
approach to a tunab'ie CO2 laser Indicating the active 
hollow and dielectric feedback waveguide. 

manifold and one wall of the active hollow waveguide.    It has been 

fabricated fro» either fused silica or, more preferably, from poly- 

crystalline BeO.   A ring Is Incorporated for bonding of the super 

and substrates. 

It Is the Intent that either DC or RF-excltatlon be employed. 

If DC-excitation Is ewplcyed, the Inner walls of the gas manifold 

are metallzed to produce high surface resistivity and a unlfom 

field between cathode and anode.    For RF-excltatlon, the bonding 

ring Is Intended as the RF coupling loop.   Thus far, the excita- 

tion method and electrode design approach are not defined, be- 
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cause attempts to achieve a continuous-uniform discharge throughout 

the active hollow waveguide region have not been successful.    In 

general, concentrated arcs are usually observed at the necessary 
high pressure.    At reduced pressure, and with Increased  lollow 

waveguide height, reasonably uniform discharges are obtained. 

Referring to the longitudinal cross-section, the hollow 

active waveguide containing the transverse flow and discharge Is 
bounded by a passive dielectric feedback waveguide.    Each end of 

the assently Incorporates a backwa.    wave Bragg diffraction 

coupler.   One end of the assembly Incorporates a change of 
grating period, and M such. Is used as a grating output coupler. 

The other end Incorporates a simll pad of a piezoelectric either ZnO 

or A1N.   A gold surface elastic Interdlgltal transducer Is photo- 

Hthograpiilcally transferred to piezoelectric surface.   This 
transudcer as yet not Implemented || Intended to provide the 

means to tuning the laser. 

Backward Have Vag1- Diffraction Couplers 

Interdigital Surface 
Elastic Wave Transducer 

mimmw 
/ 

Grating Output Coupler 

Flgun» 3.    Plan View of phccllthographlcally defined patterns 
on the substrate 'orming one wall of the COj laser. 

Figur« 3 Illustrates the plan view of the surface elastic 

wave Interdigital transducer, the backward Bragg dlffrtctlon 
coupler, tfw output grating coupler, the piezoelectric island 

and feedback waveguide are deposited upon the substrate to form the 

opposite wall of the active hollow waveguide confining the plasai 

dl scherte. 
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The planar structure serving as a substrtte for the piezo- 
electric interdigital transducer, the feedback waveguide, and 
the contradlrectlonal coupler must employ a material transparent 

at 10 microns If the output   Is taken via a grating through the 
substrate.   Several choices are available.   They Include single 
crystal NaF, polycrystalllne ZnS, NaCI, and CdTe.   The feedback 
waveguide deposition Is a polycrystalllne film.   The piezoelectric 

film Incorporates orientation In a single plane via the deposition 

technique.   NaCI Is an unsatisfactory substrate from the point of vi« 

of propagating a surface elastic wave In the dielectric feedback 
waveguide because of Its extremely high acoustic attenuation.    Rtall- 
zatlon of the backward wave Bragg diffraction couplers 1$ pre- 
ferred In an undulated surface configuration,    but may In- 

fect be more easily pnxijced as a gold bar grating.   Comparative 

mtasurements of the loss and scattering of the diffraction 
efficiency will determine th« appropriate approach. 

The design of the active C02 waveguide cross-section is 

currently set as 100 x 3000 w with a length of 10 cm.   The optical 
field containment within the active waveguide Is achieved In 

height by tne halls and In width by the grating.    Field contain- 

ment In the oasslve feedback waveguide Is achieved by the dielec- 
tric Interface.    The feedback waveguide thickness and Its 

refractive Index has Important r'fect upon the longitudinal «dt 

spectn.    Using a conservative titlaete of the volumetric power 

density of 10 w/cm3 (see Table 1). the expected User power output 
should be approximately 300 *.    If additional power Is required, 
the waveguide width can be Increased.    The waveguide length could 

also be Increased to achieve addltonal gain and power output; 

however.it the expense of limiting the longitudinal mode specti 
period and the aexlwrn tuning range. 

Use of transverse flow thrown the restricted channel 3 

long with a cross-section of 100 » a 10 ca should provide • ■ 
homogeneous excitation method In comparison to the capllltry 

13 
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approach.    The collision-broadened llnewldth should be uniform 

throughout the active ttavegu^de region.   The excitation field should 

be uniform throughout the active waveguide region.   The excitation 

field snould be substantially reduced.   Operation at approximately 

300 Torr will be required to obtal i the necessary collision- 
broadened llnewldth.   One serloud problem Is being encountered; I.e.» 

obtaining a uniform discharge throughout the active waveguide. 

A crucial feature In the design for wide range tunln; Is the 
appropriate control of the longltrdlnal mode spectrum, In order that 

a single unambiguous emission line Is generated for use In 

optical heterodyning.   The longitudinal mode spectrum of this Inte- 

grated :02 laser design containing an active waveguide coupled with 

a passive feedback waveguide differs from that of conventional 

Fabry-Perot resonators.   The longitudinal mode period Is C/2L.   To 

provide for tuning out to 1.5 GHz requires the length to be reduced 

such that margin«1 power output may be available.    For a continu- 
ous   distributed feedback waveguide extending throughout the active 

region wherein propaoatlon In both directions Is contained within 

the same waveguide.       The continuous grating throughout the length, 

or Halted to regions at the extremltlt«, provides continuous cir- 

culation.    The grating period becoaet t dominant frequency 
determining parameter.   The grating, however, also couples the 

24 
various propagatlrg transverse mode orders together.       When a separate 

dielectric feedback waveguide It provided, and a discontinuous grating 

It e ployed, as In thlt program, the longitudinal mode period m^y bt 

increased beyond C/2L.    In thlt cite, the spectral width It 

critically dependent upon the active geln and the magnitude of the 
perturbing feedback circuit.   The backward weve Bratf diffraction 

coupler location In the ring perlmetor It offtet.   This It due to 
the ute of a dielectric feedback waveguide over the longer portion 

of the ring.   The aty»»i»725 thut Introduced and the dlspertlon 
of the waveguide and the frequency selectivity of the contredlrectlonal 

coupler« all enter Into control of the longitudinal mode spectrum. 

Specific details dellnottlng thlt frequency selectivity, the 
coniridirectional coupler design efficiency n t«Btr1ied In Sections 

III   r .d   IIC. 
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The interaction of a travelling or standing surface elastic 

wave Mithin and colllnear with an optical waveguloe produces similar 
phenomena to that In a distributed feedback waveguide or a fantard/ 

backward wave Bragg diffraction coupler.    Surface elastic waves are 
of interest because the field contalnnent, like that of dielectric 

optical waveguide, can produce strong, efficient interactions. 

Further, changing of the surface elastic wavelength will alter the 
waveguide dispersion and radiation fields.    Bragg diffraction has 

21 been produced dielectric waveguide by surface elastic waves     and 
has been used in a colllnear form for node conversion.       It has 

20 23 
been proposed   *     In a colllnear configuration to pr^duc« a radi- 
ation beam which nay be scanned by altering the surface elastic 
wave frequency. 

Tuning of the Integrated laser can be achieved by earloylng a 

travelling or standing surface elastic wave propagating through the 

feedback waveguide.    The dispersion of planar dielectric waveguide 

used in the feedback circuit containing the surface elastic 

wave as a periodic perturbation Is illustrated in Figure 4.   It 

shows a BHIIouin diagram for planar dielectric waveguide.   The 

■odes not identified are   TCQTI^TEJTNJTE The dispersion 

of the planar dielectric waveguide is confined between free-space (c) 

and the phut velocity within the bulk dielectric (refractive Index). 

The effect of the periodic perturbation as the Bragg frequency is 

noted as a stop band.   This It the   condition for the backward wave 

or contradirtctional coupler.   At this frequency, the waveguide is 
cutoff, reflecting the radiation.26   At frequencies removed fro« the 

stop band, the waveguide is transparent and nay be used to phase- 
match nonlinear interactions?7'28   The region therein the travelling 

surface elastic wove perturbs the dielectric waveguide dispersion 
If indicated In Figure 4.   Changes of the surface elastic wave- 
log tn end its amplitude will control the dispersion of the feed- 

back waveguide and in turn the integrated CO. User emission 

wavelenth.   Thr frequency shift It the integrated effect of til phase 

^ A. 



Bragg Frequency 

Stop Band 

NORMALIZED WAVEGUIDE PROPAGATION 0/ 
X| 

Figure 4. Dispersion of planar dielectric waveguide containing 
• periodic perturbation. 

shifts Introduced throught the entire feedback waveguide.    Rapid tuning 

Of the Integrated C02 laser Is United by the tlr« required for the 

elastic wave to propagate through the delay line and bt replaced by 

a second different frequency. 

Features for the above CO. laser design Include the full use 

of planer processing fabrication techniques and use of transverse 

excitation and gas flow relative to the optical path.   Particular 

attention has been given to continuous operation at relatively high 

pressure for Its eventuel use as a tunable local oscillator for 

optical heterodyne.   A detailed analysis of the distributed feed- 

back waveguide, the beckward wave Bregg dlffrectlon coupler and 

their spectrel cha-acUrlsties follows In the next section: 
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B.  PRINCIPLES OF DISTRIBUTED FEEDBACK COUPLING IN WAVEGUIDES 

1.  The Concept of Mode Coupling on Periodic Structures 

Marcuse29has extensively investigated the scattering of optical 
guided waves from slab-type waveguides using an orthogonal modal 
expansion of the characteristic modes of the unperturbed wave- 
guide. His technique was applied primarily to determine the 
scattering losses from random perturbations on the waveguide 
walls of a symmetrical slab structure. This technique serves as 
the basis for the theoretical discussion here and is considered 
briefly to establish the notation. 

■' 

We consider the CO? laser cavity exemplified in Figure   5 

containing both the plasma region and a thin-film feedback wave- 
guide through which energy passes during part of the round-trip 

cycle.   The structure under consideration here differs from DFB 

laser geometries considered by KogelnliMn that we include a 

bifurcated cavity and a semi-continuous distributed feedback 

grating both to be used for tuning and control of the laser out- 

put.   The semi-continuous grating is that shown in Figure  5 
where the central portion of length / has been removed from a 

total grating length L. 

Basic operation of the structure is similar to that of the DFB 
coupling process discussed by Kogelnik, BJorkholm and Shank16,18,19 and 

Zory 17 except that backward Bragg diffraction couples a wave 
travelling towards the grating from the gas cavity to a wave 

travelling away from the grating in the thin-film waveguide and 
vice-versa.   The cavity shown in the figure may support trapped 

waves of low loss if grazing Incidence rays are involved.   In 
addition, guided modes may exist on the thin film structure con- 

sisting, for example, of GaAs on NaF. 

1 

J 

The following ^nalysls illustrates the basic characteristics of 

coupling between guided modes travelling in opposite directions when 

the waveguide region is perturbed periodically.    If only TE waves are 

17 
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Feedback Waveguide au    CO2 Waveguide    A- 

Figure      5.   Geometry of the distributed feedback resonator with 
bifurcated guide and semi-continuous feedback grating 

considered for which   the electric field vector will be parallel to 
the perturbations in the waveguide, then the wave equation for 
fields propagating in the active guide becomes 

72
v, + k2(n + An(x 
X7 

.z))2]£t{x. ,z) - 0 (1) 

where An(x,z) represents the functional form of the perturbation on 
the waveguide in either its local thickness or refractive index and 

E* is the total electric field, t 

The total y-directed electric field may be represented by a 
sunmation over all discrete modes En of the thin-film waveguide and 
the discrete modes E^.of the cavity according to 

V 

¥«-z) " S VN En.v(«>z' (2) 

where the subscripts n and v are here written together in condensed 
form.   The individual modus propagate along the z-direction according 
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to expdßz-ttt) and have magnetic field components expressed by 

1 lEt 
x     »v az 

1 3Et 
Z        (dp      »x 

(3) 

(4) 

The coupled mode equations Involving the amplitude coefficients a 
and avtnai "e derived by substituting (2) Into (1) to obtain an inhomo- 
geneous equation which when Integrated over the transverse x-dimenslon 
yields the desired equations. 

I 
L 
I 
t 

a ■ -K  a n  Knv v 

v  vn n • 

where the coupling constants are given by 

(5) 

(6) 

i 

v 1* Z . _5  <Kn^      Tvn Kvn T2^ <An>vne 

■ 

(7) 

(8) 

The phase constant ♦_ In (7) and (8) Is 
- 

nv 

♦nv B ßn + ßv * K 
■ 

(9) 

where ß Is the longitudinal propagation constant In the z-dlrectlon. 
k Is the free space wavenumber, and the wavelength of the perturbation 
Is given by A ■ 2if/K. 

The dominant characteristic of the modal coupling constant 
K Is the spatial overlap Integral <An> defined as 

■  ■ 

<an> nv ■£ 
' 

E* (x) 2nAn(x) Ev(x) dx V  (10)               ! 
19 
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which requires a specification of the nodal fields entering Into 
the backward coupling process. It Is evident, for example, that 

If E. E   In (10), then by the Imposed orthogonality condition 
v v 

£EJ(x)Ev(x)dx-«vn (ID 

(an) Is maximized so that the coupling can be strongest for 
backward dlffr&r.tlon between two Identical modes.    For coupling 
between different transverse modes (10) is generally much smaller 
so that larger perturbations need be applied to obtain reasonahle 
coupling constants. 

2.     Waveguide Elgenfunctions 

Before carrying out some coupled mode solutions, we review 
the characteristics of the propagating modes in thin-films.   Appen- 
dix B reviews the   propagation characteristics of asymmetrical thin- 
film waveguides.   However, for the purposes of simplification of the 
mathematics for the real case where dielectrics are used for the 
substrates we   replace the substrates by perfect conductors so that 
the resulting bifurcated guide is simply a thin dielectric layer 
on one wall of a parallel conducting-plate transmission line as 
shown in Figure 6. 

• 

Electromagnetically, this geometry closely resembles the 
actual cavity and feedback waveguide configuration illustrated in 
Figure   5.      The cavity modes are 

■ 

0<x<t2 
E   .1

A3 sin "Sv^-V 
v     A2 sin u2v(x + t^      -t^XfO. (12) 

where the u's are transverse propagation constants satisfying the 

relation 

un
2 ♦ (J2 ■ k2, nv      v      n* n«2,3. (13) 
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Figure   6.       The Bifurcated Parallel Plate Waveguide Cavity Showing 
Lowest Order Cavity and Film Modes E , E . 

v  n 

The cavity modes comprise a discrete set for which the longi- 

tudinal propagation constants satisfy 

0 - ß - k,. v   3 
(14) 

The   modes primarily confined to the thin-film waveguide have the 

form 

En- 
Bj sinh u3n(x - t2)      01*14 

^ sin u2n(x + t^       -t-iiXfO 
(15) 

where 

and 

k3 <en l *2 

»£ *4'*l 
■ 

2 
u- u2n **l*4 

(16) 

(17) 
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Typical examples of field amplitude distributions of the modes are 
Illustrated In Figure  6.       As required, the tangential electric 
fields go to zero at the metal boundaries.   The psuedo-gulded 
modes E   have most of their fc.urgy   confined to the wavegulded 
and decay quickly In amplitude Into the cavity region.   Eigen- 
value equations derived by matching  the tangential field components 

at x « 0 are 

g2v tan "Sv^ " ""SV tan "Zv*! 

u2n tanh "Sn^ " -u3n tan "211*1' 

If t2 is allowed to Increase without limit t2 f • in (19). we 

obtain 

u2n " -u3n 1*ll,l2litl 

which is the eigenvalue equation for the dielectric slab whose 

solutions are well known. 

Normalization of the modes In (12) and (15) with respect to 

the relation 

A* (x)E (x)d x - 6 vy 

whttre   6   is the Kronecker delta, gives the relations between 

the coefficients 

sinu^ 
A3 " -A2 sTnU^EJ 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

hir 
(sinu, t,)2 

mffi   V1 -s1nc >*£)+ M1-51™ *>tM 

(22) 

7" (23) 
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i 

8 3 " B2 sTnKü^F2 

lzm7r slnhuö.t* 211 
t2) 

'311*2 3n 
+ t,  - 

UltfU^t, 
TÜ 2n 

1 
T 

(24) 

(25) 

3.     Coupled Mode Solutions for the Blfwrcated Uvlty 

In this section we describe backward-Bragg-dlffraction coupling 

between the modes En and E   on structure In Figure    6    using 
coupled mode theory.   For simplicity, the waveguide perturbation 
Is a periodic variation of the refractive Index In the region z > 0 

according to 

An(x -•f 
n2cos Kz - t1 1 x - 0 

0 - x - t2. 

If a modulation of the film thickness, at, Is being considered, 

the effective perturbation may be obtained to a rough approxi- 

mation by 

(26) 

1  da 
Ant • -r ar At (27) 

although more exact derivations have been carried out by Marcuse. 

We recall that (2) expresses coupling over all modes of the 

spectrum. Generally we wish to compute the Interchange of energy 

If only two modes enter Into the coupling process. However, 

because of the small mode spacing In B mode competition effects 

occur. It may be shown, however, that as long as the coupling 

length required to transfer most of the power from a film mode to 

a cavity mode is much longer than the transverse cavity dimension, 

a two-mode coupling process may be used to accurately describe the 

fields In the cavity region. 
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F<gure 7.        Hode diagram shying spectrum of d1scr«U fll« and 
cavity   nodes of the bifurcated cavity. 

Figure 7      illustrates the total spectrum of modes on the 

structure having two discrete sets of propagation constants 

corresponding to (14) and (16).   The grating couples those modes 
for which 

Bn+B. - K. (28) 

Using the bounding relations (14) and (16) and the approxima- 

tions Bnftkn2   ßvÄkn3 (23) requires that the grating period be 

Hi ± 
^♦•b 

(29) 

where n2 and n3 are the refractive indices of the film and plasma 

region. For \ ■ 10.6^ and a ZnSe film (29) shows that A t 3.1»,. 
As may be observed from the diagram, the nunfcer of cavity modes is 

generally large because the dimensions of the cavity are large 

compared to the optical wavelength . Since coupling between 

only one guided mode and one cavity mode is desired to avoid mode 

competition effects, the film should be a single node waveguide. 

In addition, the grating periodicity must be small enough so that no 

coupling between forward and backward cavity modes can occur. 
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To dtrlv« th« coupling consUnts b«twMfl forward going 

guided nodes ana bickward going cavity codes, we assun that • 

guided rode a   Is Incident from the left onto the si«1-1nf1n1U 
n > 

periodically modulated waveguide filling the half space z-0.   Th« 
cavity »da a   It cuaulattvely generated in the interaction region 

0 - z 1 L and than travels back In the negative z-dlrtctlon. 

Writing the solution to (S) and (6) In the general for« 

Vv ^ • Al. /^ Bl.      •" (30) 
n.v n.v 

and using the boundary conditions on the rode amplitudes at z-O 

and L 

an(0) - 1        «V(L) - 0 (31) 

we find the co^jlete solution to be 

•bW ■ «Hf141 (32) 

•v(') •-<(£-)  U?H^ (33) 

where L It th« length of the Interaction region and the coupling 

constant It given by 

«.k2<An>nv/2(en0v)^ . (34) 
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It ti worthwhllt to nott that p*»tr It  conitrvtd M rtqulrtd finct 

tht $u« of th« rtflected and transaltUd powtrj 

equals tht po*%r Inclbtnt on tha grttlng.   Sin« tr.t rttlo of rt« 

flectad to Incldtnt poMtr tt i-O It 

3   I«   ^j i • 
vrv   J   - tonh2 « L 
kW 

(36) 

th« Inunction langth rtqulrod for 991 coupling to tht backward 

travailing aode results whtn c L v 3. 

Tht quantity <»>r>w In (M) cotwonly rtftrrtd to at tht ovtr- 

lap Inttgral my Ot co^jUi from (26) and (11) and tht txprtulon 

for tht tlgtnfunctloni In (12) and (15), whtrt tht ptrturbatlon It 

assuaad to be sinusoidal.   This rtsults In 

n-ÄT 

***** *   "^~9 7 
2"!2  ' <n       <v t^n^^^l^^l'^u^^nM^^w1^ 

2^32 

(37) 
Mhlch «y bt tla^llfltd by utilizing ttvtrtl assu^tlons to givt tn 

approxlMtt value of <t%v*    Ullng tht approximations 

^♦t,) 

Vi * ^ 

v«       u " 1 § 2, 3, •••< (38) 
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The «pproxlMtlons In (38) ift Justified If the flla thldUMI It 

■uch Itst thin tht cavity dlatftslon t^ «t^ and If tht TE1 guldtd 

It rear Its cutoff,  rttptctlvtly. 

Th« coupling txprtsstd In (34) tnd (39) Is plotUd In Flgurt   i 

•S • function of th« normlljed propagation constant of ths fll»- 

guldad aodt an for a particular ftOMtry.    Tht curvt» Indicate tht 
rtlttlvt coupling constant between tht TE« «ode of tht grounded $lib 

and vth ordtr cavity «ode, and dotted lints connect points of con- 

stant grating periodicity A.   Tht general characteristics of tht 
curves Indicate that coupling Is strongest for tht condition uhtn tht 

guldtd aodt approachts cutoff in -» kn. ts Is exptcted, since tht 

evanescent portion of tht flla «ode then extends deeply Into tht gas 

cavity.   Although th« approxlMtlons (35) used to derive the curves 

btcoaas progrtsslvtly Itss accuratt for high values of v «t My 

nevtrthtltss ust tht curvts In this rtglon to obstrvt tht bthavlor 

Of tht coupling.    It may bt nottd that higher ordtr w-aodts couple 
«ore efficiently to tht lowest order n-nodts.    In practice, flla 

thicknesses U for MhIch tht an aodt Is reasonably ftr froa cutoff 

will In general optlHie tht backward coupling and propagation 

lossts In tht fttdback waveguide. 

An txatplt of tht grating length rtqulrtd to reflect 991 of tht 

powtr froa tht TE^ aodt to tht oppoi  »1y travelling cavity aodt v • 2 
at önA -1.6   aay bt obUlntd froa tht curvts and (3 ) tnd (36) to 
be L • 5.6 ■■ for in • .01 and x • 10.6 .    In ordtr to rtduce lossts 
resulting fro« scatttrlng due to laptrftct grating edges, It «ay 

bt desirable to lengthen tht grating to 2.24ca and ust an • .0025. 

^Ml 
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Figurt 8. 

Thin Ml- Propagation ConsUnt 

NonMilztd coup1<tg coniUnt bttMtn tht TC, aodt of 
th« gruundtd dltltctrlc lltb •   and tht vfh cavity 
■oda a   for n.O.S, n.-I.O andnt?-10x. Ootud Unas 
Indlcala curvli of coAjtant l/A. 
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I Figur«   9     IlluitrtU» nlctorUlly th« coupling proctu b«tw««n th« 

Incldtflt guided «Dd« «„ and th« r«fl«ct«d cavity nod« •    In th« 

blfurcaUd guld« of Figure     6.     It my b« obiervtd that both of 
the «odt a^lltudtj decay Into th« Interaction region, but that th« 

Incident nod« Is n«v«r conpl«t«ly reflected unless th« Interaction 

length 1» very long. 

I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Substrate 

Amplitude 

Supentrate 

Figur«   f. niuitratlon of the tan9«nt1al  electric field Intensity 
In th« inuractlon region du« to backward coupling of 
■odat an and i . 

4,      Cowplax R«f1«ct1on Co«ff1c1«nU of DfB Structur«s 

For th« purposes of describing the phase and amplitude rela- 

tionships b«tM«n Incident and reflected waves du« to distributed 

feedback coupling when the Bragg condition Is not satisfied M 

return to th« general solution of th« coupled »de equations (5) and 

(6) Mhan the coupling constants In (7) and (8) vary In phase along with 

the z-dlractlon.   A knowledge of these characteristics will be 

helpful In analyzing distributed feedback laser properties In a 
later section.    Therefor«. If phase «etching Is net satisfied; 1.t.t 



*       #0. thtn dtcoupHng the coupltd mode equitlons  (5) «nd 

(6) results In th« itcoi»d ordtr difftrtntiil tquitions 

(40) 

V   1fvn %    "v«   "v 

hiving the general solution 

wher« the cherecUrUtlc root» ere glvtn by 

-(«7 

(*1) 

(42) 

Ageln. w« «ssun« a node in  incident onto a perlodlcilly perturbed 

region of length L beb«en x-O and z-L.and that thtrt art no 

variations In tlthar tho » or y axes of th« rode ■plll^M«   Tho 
boundary coodltloni that tha Incldtnt rode aro^tude be unity it 
z-0, and tht rtflacUd rode arolltudo be xaro at z«L (no rafltcttd 

waves generated for 2>L) olve the solution! 

Üffid fat coshvCi-D-l^slnhYd-t) 
Sti)t IZt coshrL I Unv*lnh TL ^J 

(43) 

U^i 

•v(l)t 
^fi2>>inhT(,:L) __ 1      (44) 

At the edge of tha Interaction region 2-0, tha Incident and re- 

flected rode; are related by tha coa^ltx reflection coefficient 

r-pele where tha aaplHude Is 

['v^0)]      Pn slnh2 YL l I (45) 
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and the difference In phase given by 

• ' til,'1 (JT   *** ▼»•) ♦ «/2. (46) 

Me nay consider three sliepllfylng cases of (45) and (46) which 
differ In the value of the "detuning parameter"     ^   /2K   . 

Case (1) ♦n «2Kn   .   This corresponds to the region near the 
Bragg condition for the Incident wave and the complex reflection 
coefficient has the form 

t-tanh <nvL exp(1 tan*1^ tanh ^L) ♦ 1w/2) (47) 

where 8n" ß   has been assumed. 

Case (11) ♦n ■ 2Kn . At this point, the two waves are 
"critically11 coupled, and the rode amplitudes have the simple 
for« 

I 
a « v 

1*„ 2 ♦ u/z 

(48) 

149) 

and the reflection coefficient Is 

■^ p  exp(1 Un'1 Vl* 1w/2). 

(1 • «L«-2)7 
nv 

(50) 

Case (111) tnv
>>2Kn •    In this region, very weak coupling 

occurs and the reflection coefficient has the well known sin x/x 
behavior30according to 

r-JJJj-  Sinc y ^4+ *) (51) 
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Typical longitudinal behaviors of the coupled-mode amplitudes with 

distance Into the Interaction region are Illustrated In Figure 
10    for the three ranges of the detuning parameter In cases (1) - 

(111). 
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N^ 
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Figure 10. 

(b) 
• 

■ 

■ 

Typical longitudinal mode amplitude variations with 
distance Into the Interaction region of lenath L for 
(a) strong reflection near the Bragg condition, W) 
critical coupllna, (c) weak coupling far away from 
the Bragg condition. 
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It may be observed from (47), (50), and (51) that the phase 

of the reflected wave varies nonlinearly with the length of the 

Interaction region unless the detuning is sufficiently far awty 

from the Bragg condition. Figure 11 Illustrates the magnitude and 

phase of reflection coefficients for several values of the coupling 

parameter K L. Since the curves are synmetrical about the Bragg 

frequency *  «0, only half of the spectrum is shown. For KL « 3, 

the peak reflectivity at the Bragg condition is 99* and remains 

relatively constant up to a detuning parameter of t/Z*. « 1 and 
then begins to decrease more rapidly. For low gain active media 

such as CC, gas relatively high reflection coefficients would be 

required so that operation must usually be restricted to a de- 
tuning of less than this value. The bandwidth Bc between half-power 

points may be derived from (9) by noting that 

(n2 + O |i - ^ + K (52) '3' r " "%, 
where the mode propagation constants have been approximated by the 
refractive indices of the cavity and feedback waveguide as in (29). 

Hence, to a good approximation 

2c(*/20c   * .co. 
Bc" ^c - V ■ Tinpnip (53) 

where (♦/2ic)   is the value of the detuning parameter at the half- 
power points.   Figure  12    Illustrates both the peak reflectivity 
of a grating structure at the Bragg frequency and the normalized 
bandwidth (53) as a function of the coupling parameter KL.   It 
may be observed that for small coupling where KL il, the bandwidth 
changes dramatically with L if K is kept constant, whereas for 
large coupling value KL > 3, only a small change In bandwidth 
occurs with Increasing L.   An example of the bandwidth for a 
grating structure in a thin film of 6aAs n2 « 3.3 at i ■ lC.6y 
for which coupling of strength KL » 3 occurs between a thin film 
mode and a C02 gas cavity n3 - 1.0 as in Section II- Bmay be 
obtained from Figure  12    and (53) to be 

B. - .57 

or about 3.4 GHz if L = 5 cm. 

(54) 
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Detuning Parameter ^♦/2ic 

Flaute 11  Phase and amplitude relative to the Incident mode 
of the mode coupled In the backward direction by a 
periodic structure as a function of the detuning 
from the Bragg condition and coupling parameter L. 
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Figure   12.    Peak power reflectivity pi    at the Bragg condition 
and normalized bandwidth T+/2ic)   as a function of the 
coupling parameter KL for backward-wave coupling. 
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C .   DISTRIBUTED FEEDBACK C02 LASERS 

I 
I 

1.   The Concept of Laser Miniaturization 

3.6-8 Recent advances In C02 waveguide gas lasers *   providing 
greatly Increased volumetric power outputs by virtue of plasma con- 
finement to an optical waveguide has led to an Interest In 

■ 
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2,   Resonance Modes In Periodic Active Media 

For simplicity, we consider the one-dimensional periodic 

structure shown In Figure 13(a)  on which the fields may be 

described by coupled modes. The natural modes of oscillation are 

36 

a 
implementing a waveguide C02 laser Into a planar structure having 

a transverse gas flow.   This type of COg laser has a potentially 

high efficiency as well as being compact.   Of Interest nere, how- 
ever. Is the Implementation of the distributed feedback mechanism 

as well as a dielectric-waveguide Into the active cavity.   As 
has been Illustrated In previous sections, the DFB mechanism Is 

Inherently highly frequency-sensitive and can provide extremely 

narrow laslng llnewldths as well as high longitudinal mode dis- 
crimination.    In addition, a thin-film feedback waveguide In the 
active cavity offers the potential of precise tunable control of 
the frequency spectrum of the laser at low electrical power levels. 

G 

0 

ii 
Section II-6 considered the DFB process In terms of coupled II 

modes of both the cavity region and the feedback waveguide. This 

section presents an analysis of the backward coupling process in 

active media where no power Is supplied externally but Is generated 

within the periodic structure by stimulated emission. The coupled 

mode description of the fields In the active region extends the 
19 

results of   Kogelnlk , et.al. who considered only a continuous 

periodic structure to the case where a central gap Is Introduced 

Into the active region as Illustrated In Figure   5.       it Is 

Important that some optimization of laser characteristics with 

respect to threshold gain and laslng spectrum can be achieved In 
distributed hetero-feedback OHFB lasers with longitudinally- 
varying feedback. 
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Figure    13(a).   The configuration of the semi-continuous distributed 
feedback laser for which an Integral nunfcer of central 
fingers have been removed, 

(b).   A typical longitudinal-mode amplitude distribution at 
threshold for symetrlc and antl-symmetric (shown 
dotted) field distributions. 

determined from the field solutions which satisfy the wave equation 
and boundary conditions In each of the regions of the cavity.   This 
theory can only predict the laslng modes at threshold and 1$ 

not valid If the net gain Is non-zero.   Figure    13(b)   Illustrates 
the typical mode amplitudes In the active region, where because 
no external energy Is being applied, the modes carrying power 

toward the center of the active region must go to zero at the 
boundaries z * - 1/2 as shown. 
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The solutions tc the waves In the entire User cavity 

satisfy the wave equation 

j- E ♦ kj n2 E -0 
3Z 

where the total TE wave vector E   may be represented by the 

coupled mc'le pair 

E(2)-an(2)«V ♦t1|(*)e"1'V 

where a   and a   represent amplitudes of fields travelling ir 
n m 

positive and negative z-dlrectlon respectively. 

(55) 

(56) 

Assuming   a distribution of gain and dielectric constant 

according to the complex refractive Inaex In (55) 

n{0 " (nr ♦ 1n^) • Unr ♦ lan^cos Kz (57) 

where n1 Is the gain and nr Is the refractive Index, we may show 

that the complex wavenunter k - kcn may be approximated using the 

conditions 

to qlve 

ij, An   « n . 

.2,_2 

(58) 

k   " Vnr * ^Vl^ * 2ko nr<Anr * iAn\) cot **'     (59) 

In the present analysis, no gain modulation Is considered so that 

An1 > 0.   Substituting (56) and (59) Into (55) gives the coupled 
equations 

n      c   n m 

mem n 

(60) 
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wher« 

"c-'oh-1«1-^! (61) 

1
 C^ (62) 

I and (i. -2-) represents the detuning from the Bragg frequency II0. 

The solutions to^(60) for fields In the perlodlcelly vtrylng 

regions hive the for« e' ^A2 where 

Y
2. k2 ♦ C2. t") Ti c 

In the region without perturbetlon -//2 -z-tll* (55), C ■ 0 In 

(55) end (60) his solutions of the for« e'Yb2   where 

leading to exponentially growing waves wt»1ch are uncoupled. 

The subscript notation (1,2) Is used to refer to solutions 
In the periodic and homogeneous regions of the OfB laser respectively. 

Sine« the structure 1$ syntnetrlca! only the rlghthand   portion 
l iO neel be considered to obtain the mode amplitudes over the 

entire cavity.   Furtherwre, the odd and even field sywaetry 

E(l) • - E(-2), leads to corresponding mode $yw«try conditions 

•-(x) • " • (-«)•   Noting the boundary condition 

[j 1^(1/2)-0 (65) 

«t take 

yd) • A flrti^U - ^.) 1^2 i i i L/2. I 
I 

The other «ode solution Is determined by substituting (66) Into 

the second differential equation of (60) to give 

(66) 
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•„ (x) • - -|- A^coihy^i - fy*kc ilnhr^i - ^]      (67) 

//2ixiL/2. 

In tht rtglon wh«rt thtre 1» no coupling, tht mode t^lltudes w*y 

bt tHthln 

•n, ' 
BYbi 

. t B-'b1 
0 ^l i//2. (68) 

At the boundary z •   f/Z,tht node functions of (66) 
continuous so that 

(66) art 

VS 

•iij " \ 

1 - //2. (69) 

A division of tht to« tquttloni in (69) yltldi tht co^ltx 

ChtrtCttfittlC equation 

-kc - «wb ■ Tt »tu iji-nn (70) 

Mhlch mit bt solved to dtttnrint tht coapltx longitudinal «ode 
propagation constant y ,    The ♦ and - signs In tht t/lgtnvalut 

equation hold for antl-syaatrlc and sywwtrlc nodes. respectively. 

In tht Halt 1*0 where tht grating Is continuous over the tntlrt 
cavity (70) reduces to the eigenvalue equation derlveo by Kogtlnlk!9 

This my bt   shown fro« (70) by using tht identity coth x - slnh" 2x ♦ 
COth 2x, and tht dispersion relation (63)  to derive tht equivalent 
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characteristic equation» valid It /• 0   to bt 

k   • -Y, cothYtL 
(71) 

The eigenvalue equations (70) and (71) have roots wtilch an 

dependent upon parameters such as gain, frequency, and coupling 

constant as wall as the gap langth /  and yield the resonant fre- 

quencies for osclllatlom at threshold and the corresponding 

threshold gains.    In general, the solutions wst be determined 

by nuMrlcal ttch.ilquas which art difficult because of tha nultl- 
dlatrslonallty.    In tha cast of low gain, such as tha C02 sysUw, 

however, (70) My be s1n)11f1ed to obtain sow aoproxlMt« 

s-lutlons for tha laser oscillation spectrum. 

3. Laser Sptctra ApproxlMtlons 

At very low values of gain n^ « Anr. a separation of (70) 

Into Its real and Imaginary parts and an expansion of tha right 

side give tha equation 

."•"^eo.k.d-  Jty.t  jjL (1.  i, (72) 

whose solution gives the location of tha first resonance above and 

below tha Bragg frequency •0.    Successive resonances which appaar 

| due to tha multiple branches of tha cooplsx hyparbollc function In 

(70) art difficult to approxlMU but art also loss impur-.ant than 

tha prlaary modes because thty rtqulrt considerably higher thres- 

hold gains.    It may be observed fro« (72) that tha OHFB laser does 
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not MCllUtt txtctly it tht Bngg frtqu«ncy, linct no lolutlon 

•xtiU it • • • .   Thil It • rwult of tht ftct tint tht porlodic 
»tnicturt h« a frtquency stop-btnd whon width 1$ dlrtctly pro- 

portional to tht ngnltudo of tht coupling Anr. Thli topic will 

bt discussed further In • later section. 

When tha gap Itngth / approach« zaro (72) hai tht flrtt 

resonances spaced by 

« -i 
*♦   ^r 

-b-"   "T "ö 

where tht corrtspondlng thrtshold gtln 1i tpproxlMttly 

(73) 

koft1La(VK 
(74) 

Ttklng tht gain to bt about 2db for which k^ L • .13, (74) and 

(73) Indicate that tht lutr will otclllttt In two pHmry »dai 
ty«»tr1ctlly .locaUd about tht Bragg frtqutncy and separated by 

Af • 2(f - f0) • 2c/L (75) 

«htrt c It tht tpttd of light In vacuo.   Thlt frtg'*ncy dlfftrtnct 

My ut co^tr«d to if • e/2L for a convtntlonal cavity of tht same 
Itngth.    It nay bt obttrvtd that otdllitlon My bt achltvtd at 
avan vtry low gains by Incrtailng tht rtfrtctlvt Indtx ptrturbatlon 

to t tufflcltntly high valwt which alwulUntouily wldtni tht frt- 

quancy dlfftMnct bttwttn tht flrtt ordtr «dti.   Figur«   14 
Illustrates tht todt »pacing and rtgulrtd thraihold gtln as • 

function of tht coupling »trtngth for tht low gtln cut.   A» 
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Flgurt    14. 

2 4 

Coupling Strtngth (&nr L/x) 

ApproxlMt« frequency separation between prlwry 
«odes «nd Uit required threshold gain as • function 
Of coupling In the continuous DFB laser (/■ 0). 

•xpected the threshold geln decreases as the coupling Is Increased, 

so that It Is Important to note that the laser power output will 

In principle be llrlted not by the distributed feedback but by 

scattering   and absorption losses In the active cavity. 

At the width of the gap  /It Increased while «attaining the 

total  length L constant equation (72) Indicates that the first-order 

resonances we closer together.    In particular. It It interesting 

to note that In the Halt for which the length of the grating (L-/)/2 
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Figur«   15. 

H 2r H 
Frtqutncy ■ 

niustrttlon of DFB l«tr frequency pulling as a 
function of the gap Itngth /.   Arrows Indicate 
direction of decreasing (l•/). 

beco«s Mllli MM resulting structurt resettles a conventional 
laser cavity with dlalectrlc iwltllayer mirrors.   Although the 
coupled mode approach looses Its validity If On grating length 
becoms excessively %mUt It may be observed from (72) that for /♦ L 
and   An   Urge as required to malnUln high reflectivity (see 
Section II-C-4) , the  mode resonances are given by 

cos k0( 1 -   -^-) L ■  0 (76) 

fron which we h«ve 

f . f   SS-.  (n -J-^        n-0, t l, t 2 . . . (77) 

Figure    16    Illustrates the frequency "pulUng" of first order 
resonances when the gap length / Increases In the dlirectlon of the 
arrows.   Varying / by some fraction of the toUl cevlty length will 
rove the resonances between the curves Indicated   by solid and 
dashed lines.   Not shown on the diagram are higher-order rodes. 
As has been Illustrated in Figure 14       this frequency-pulling 
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effect also occurs for a continuous gap where / - ö when the 

refractive Index coupling Anr Is varied.   These phenomena reveal 

Interesting possible approaches to selective tuning of DHFB 

lasers by electro-optic control of the coupling strength or Its 
longitudinal distribution In the laser. 

Figure     16   shows the variation In the frequency spacing 
between first order modes as functions of the gap length ratio t/l 

. for several values   of coupling.   For zero gap length, the 

| primary mode spacing Is maximum and decreases towards c/2L as 

the gap Tenth becomes larger.   It is evident that when / approaches 
half of the total laser length, the mode spacing Is close to c/2L 

^nd does not vary appreciably with the coupling at threshold.   This 

behavior results from the fact that as the feedback gratings 

become progressively shorter, very little power results from 

stimulated emission within the periodic structure and the gratings 

become passive reflectors within the cavity.   It may be observed 
that a tuning range ti possible of several times the conventional 

cavity mode spacing frequency or about 7 6HZ for a laser length L ■ 10 cm 

having a gain k^L w 2db.   The use of electro-optic structures 

to generate the periodicities In DHFB lasers are attractive for use 
In electronic tuning of the laser since the frequency may be tuned 

without Introducing a simultaneous modulation on the threshold gain, 

and therefore the laser power output.   It was shown that the latter 

effect occurs for continuous DFB structures when the coupling con- 
stant Anr is varied. 

The DFB laser of the continuous or semi continuous type discussed 

here has the characteristic of not laslng exactly at the Bragg fre- 
quency In a single mode but Instead laslng in two primary modes of 

equal strength symmetrically located about the Bragg frequency. 

For some applications, single mode outputs may be desired, but we 
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Figure   16. 

Fractional Gap Length f/L 

Frequency spacing between primary resonances of 
the distributed hetero-feedback laser at threshold. 

first discuss these characteristics In more detail.   It is well known 
that periodic structures have frequency stopbands In the dis- 

persion diagram for which no unattenuated propagation through the 
material Is possible.    In the case of the OFB laser, however, the 

fact that oscillation does not occur at the Bragg frequency may be 
simply viewed as a result of a phase mismatch for any round-trip 
path In the periodic structure. Section II-B-4 discusses the phase 
characteristics of backward Bragg coupling noting that at the 

Bragg condition, the reflected wave Is t/Z radians out of phase with 
the Incident wave.    Furthermore, this phase relationship Is pre- 
served throughout the periodic structure If the phase Is measured 

at the boundaries such as "A" or "B" In Figure 13 between Identical cells 
of the grating.   Viewing the plai.es z-a, ^-b as Idealized reflection 
points for a cavity of length b - a. It Is clear that the laslng 
condition Is specified by 
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eb + ea + 2ir(x"1 + X^Hb-a) - 2nH       n=0.1,2 . .  . (78) 

1 
where 8 Is the relative   phase of the-reflected wave at the respective 

points, and xc and xf are the wavelengths In the cavity and feedback 
waveguide.   At the Bragg frequency, e Is ir/2i and since we may take 
(b-a) ■ m A, m « 0, 1. 2 . . . (78) requires 

i x'1 + x"1 Ac      Af 
1    i n 
A   K m Ti* (79) 

li 

which Is not satisfied because the   Integer  expression in parentheses 
cannot be made constant.    For frequencies not equal to the Bragg 

frequency, the phase-matching condition in (78) can be satisfied if 

the combined phase shift (ea + eb) changes in a negatively linear 

This variation in the phase at fashion with (b-a) (x"1 + x^1). •c      Af 
reflection with grating length may be observed from Figure 10 

and it is interesting to note that oscillation will occur at only 

a number of discrete wavelengths. 
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D.    EXPERIMENTAL EFFORT 

1.   Capinary Waveguide COo Laser 

1 
I 
I 
I 
I 

During the Initial effort, a series of C02 capillary gas lasers 

was   constructed based upon the design of Bridges, et al  .   This effort 

p-ovldes data relative to the gas discharge characteristics, optimum 

gas coinpositlon, operating characteristics at moderate gas pressures 

(100 Torr), gain and thermal characteristics.    From these data and 

comparison with the literature, a new capillary was constructed and 

its operation demonstrated which employed a reduced capillary bore 

diameter of 0.6mm.   The results of this latter extension confirms an 

enhanced gain due to the further confinement of the discharge.    It 

also indicates the limitation Imposed by the inhomogeneous pressure 

distribution due to the high pressure drop through the capillary. 

The photograph of Figure 17 shows one of these lasers in operation. 

Standard Pyrex capillary tubing with bore diameter of l.Omm with wall 

thickness of 5mm was initially employed.   The thermal impedance for 

this large wall proved too high as evidenced by electrical punch-through. 

Further undulations during the drawing of the capillary proved to cause 

excessive losses.    Two capillary plasma discharge tubes employing a l.Omm 

diameter bore and a O.Bmm diameter bore were constructed using a precision- 

ground tubing with a wall thickness of l.Onm for both cases.   The reduced 

wall thickness provided a substantial Improvement of the thermal stability. 

Precision  bore   capillary with flared ends always operated in the TEMQQ 

mode.   Data from this hardware has been included in Table 1. 
The Fabry-Perot reflectors were fabricated from NaCl using a radius 

of 8cm positioned at 7.4cm from the capillary throat.    For the 1mm bore 

diameter, these parameters minimize the losses.    Semi-transparent gold 

films were employed for the output coupling.   Measurements of the trans- 

mission, reflection and absorption were derived from insertion in a C02 

laser beam.    Fabry-Perot reflectors of 90% exhibited B% absorption while 

reflectors in the 80% regime exhibited absorption of approximately 15%. 

Preceding page blank 
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The arithmetic average collision-broadened emission line width for these 

experiments is approximately 300MHz whereas the longitudinal Fabry-Perot mode 

period is 625MHz.    Under these conditions, slight changes of mechanical 

dimensions and discharge parameters cause the capillary laser to mode-hop 

over a variety of initial lines in both the R and P branches. 

2.     COQ Planar Plasma Discharge 

A major fraction of the experimental effort has been devoted to in- 

vestigation of various means to create a continuous uniform C02 plasma 

discharge in the hollow active planar waveguide.   Thus far, this effort 

has been unsuccessful, however, not all approaches have been adequately 

investigated.    Several recent experiments show promise that require further 

effort to realize a continuous uniform plasma discharge "in progress." 

The transverse excitation and transverse flow art 34'41 applied 

to the C02 laser has been developed to alleviate the problems associated 

with the coincident longitudinal configurations.   These developments have 
emphasized approaches to achieve high energy, high power and high volumetric 

efficiency.   Some experiments have employed gas pressure in excess of 

an atmosphere and flow rates approaching the sonic level.    In all cases, 

the volumes are of multi-centimeter dimensions.    With one exception 
(Ref. 42), all the plasma discharges have been pulsed with a variety of 

techniques to Ionize the gas.   The effort reported herein has been con- 

fined to the continuous discharge ana to chambers of submil11 meter wall 

separation.   The following exposition delineates the various experiments 
performed. 

In all cases, the plasma discharge chamber investigated conforms to 

the structure Illustrated in Figure 1 and 2.    The waveguide region^'ln 

which it is essential to produce a uniform continuous plasma has dimensions 

of 100 microns thickness, 3-5 mm width and 10 cm length.   Transverse flow 
of the gas mixture and transverse excitation occurs across the 3-5 mm 

dimension.   Two channels approximately 6 x 6 mm have been provided parallel 

and adjacent to the active hollow waveguide as low Impedance gas channels 
to produce a uniform pressure in the active waveguide region. 
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The initial experiments employing hollow anode and cathode electrodes 

at the input and output ports of the substrate typically produce a 

diffused plasma extending throughout the side channels with a concentrated 

arc across the active waveguide. The location of the concentrated arc 

along the length is unstable. Changes of the ballast resistance in series 

with the power supply over a wide range does not alter the concentrated 

arc discharge characteristics. The concentrated arc is observed at 

pressures of the few Torr up to several hundred. Fractional Torr pressure 

produces a diffused plasma in the waveguide region having a width of a 

few mm, whereas the width should extend over 10 cm. Including an addi- 

tive such as Xe does not alter the spatial distribution. 

One of the more successful quasi-uniform discharges is illustrated 

in the photograph of Figure 18. A DC-excitation was employed. The dis- 

tributed discharge was created by introducing surface resistance along 

the adjacent channels (via a pencil mark). The discharge at 30 Torr could 

be sustained for only a few hours before relaxing into a concentrated 

arc as above. This effort has been traced to sputtering in the waveguide 

chamber. 
A series of experiments had been performed using RF-excitation at 

27 MHz with a kilowatt being available. A uniform continuous discharge 

is fornsd in the adjacent channels with a concentrated arc appearing in 

the waveguide chamber using the anode and cathode electrodes above. Use 

of capacitive electrodes above the superstrate also produces a uniform 

continuous plasma in the adjacent chambers. However, without penetration 

into the waveguide chamber. 
Experiments have been performed using RF-excitation drive from a Ku 

band-pulsed magnetron of 250 KW peak. In the high power density region 

and pressures of a few tens of Torr, a discharge could be produced in the 

waveguide chamber, however, with considerable sputtering of the glass sur- 

faces. Increasing pressure creates a filamentary structure and eventu- 

ally arcing. 
Another approach investigated employs a comb cathode or anode struc- 

ture composed of 25 or 50 pin electrodes, using ballast resistors in the 

meg-ohm range. The ballast resistors have been connected to a common bus 

and encapsulated in a sllastic. A plan view through the substrate showing 
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Several approaches are being Investigated to obtain a continuous 

uniform plasma discharge. TMO strip-ribbon electrodes are deposited 

adjacent to the feedback waveguide grating structure positioned over the 

adjacent channels. RF-excltatlon Is to be applied In this structure. 

In this structure the electric field Is concentrated and oriented In the 

'"WvegtHtfc»plane. Another approach being Investigated employs one of 

these aluminum strips as the anode and a comb array of tungsten field 

emitters as the cathode In a DC excited discharge. This will permit 

adjustment of the ballast resistors external to the chamber to optimize 

the discharge uniformity. The array of field emitters will be aligned 

and terminate the edge of the waveguide chamber. The laser superstrate 

containing the gas manifold Is being formed from polycrystalllne BeO 

to assure a homogeneous thermal wall as one face of the hollow active wave- 

guide. Further, it Is Intended that the transverse flow velocity be 

substantially Increased such that the transit time of the gas through 

the discharge Is made significantly less than the diffusion time of 

positive Ions to the wails of the waveguide chamber 35. Thus, the current 

and temperature distributions should depend more on the way in which the 

discharge Is established at the upstream electrode, rather than on the 

transverse diffusion processes 39, *',  This should reduce 

the tendency of discharge to contract into narrow arcs and should M some- 

what Independent of pressure. If this approach does not reduce the 

dominant effect of transverse diffusion processes to the walls, It will 

be necessary to Increase the waveguide thickness which will In turn have 

a significant Impact upon the backward wave Bragg defractlon coupler design. 

3.  Backward Wave Bragg Diffraction Coupler 

' 

The experimental effort devoted to the production of the passive feed- 

back waveguide and the backward wave Bragg diffraction couplers, together 

with techniques to produce same, are delineated In this section. 

A variety of thin film passive waveguides have been produced by 

evaporation and RF-sputterlng.   Major attention has been given to ZnSe. ZnS. 
on glass substrates and TIBr/l on NaCI. BaF2, and NaF substrates.   Metallic 

MSk had been used to form the passive waveguide width (3-5 mm).    The di- 

electric waveguide thus formed Is a rectangular dielectric Image line struc- 
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lure.   However, the optical field confinement Is not produced by the wave- 

guide but Instead by the backward wave Bragg diffraction coupler grating. 

No difficulty has been encountered with the zinc compound deposits on glass 

substrates.   The TIBr/I deposits on materials transparent at 10 microns 

has exhibited a deterioration with time and exposure to the atmosphere, 
presumably due to the fact that TIBr/I sublimes at low deposition tenpera- 

tures.   The use of a dielectric feedback waveguide requires the alteration 

of the grating period by both the film thickness and refractive Index.   Most 

of the experiments pertaining to the development of the backward wave 

grating coupler have not been performed on a passive feedback waveguide 

film, but Instead have been Implemented on the surface of the active gas 

waveguide walls (glass).    This temporary expedient procedure allows the 

Investigation of the contra-directional coupler with a grating using a 

fixed grating period equal to one half the COg emission line wavelength. 

Host of the effort has been devoted to the development of the 
backward wave diffraction coupler using a grating as an Iterative structure. 

Various techniques are available to produce the Iterative structure.   They 
Include (1) the periodic alteration of the dielectric waveguide cross section, 

(2) the periodic alteration of the dielectric refractive Index by changes 
of the material composition and (3) by the creation of a traveling surface 
elastic (Raylelgh) wave.   The latter Is Intended for tuning of the feedback 

waveguide.    The second technique may be 1 uplernented by diffusion, Ion 
inplantatlon, Ion exchange, alloying, etc.   These techniques In general 

create a comparatively small perturbation, thus requiring I long Iterative 

structure to affect efficient coupling. 

The first technique altering the passive waveguide cross section has 

been the approach followed herein , because photolithographic processes can 

be applied to all of the waveguide cross sections independent of Its 
composition and substrate.    Both chemical etching and Ionic milling have 

been employed.    Experience has shown that the Iterative structure defini- 

tion by Ion Milling produces a smoother undulated surface than by chemical 

etching, thus reducing scattering losses. 
The photolithographic requirements to produce the contra-directional 

couplers are much more severe than eoployed to produce an electronic 
Integrated circuit.   The Iterative period In the active waveguide walls 
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Is 5 microns, whereis the period In the passive feedback waveguide is 

approximately 3 microns.    Further, the grating must extend over dimensions 

of 10 cm preserving parallelism of the grating perturbation to a small 

friction of the CO- wavelength.    Further, the grating requirements must 

have optically smooth edges to prevent Raylcigh scattering.    The average 

itraightness or curvature requirements are identical to those of Fabry- 

Perot resonators of cnrnparable dimensions.   Conventional photolithographic 

practice. th«t is, production of the art work, its reduction and transfer 
to the final device. Is capable of producing the required smooth lines. 

However, it has been considered impractical to follow this procedure and 

iieet the requirements for parallelism of grating over the 10 cm length. 

Vherefort, an interferometric   (holographic), procedure has been pursued.43-44 

Several techniques to produce gratings across a 10cm aperture 

have been investigated using both argon and krypton lasers in the 

visible region and photographic emulsions.   A cadmium and krypton 

laser using the ultraviolet emission lines together with photo- 

resist have also been investigated.   The interferometer employed 

a beam expansion telescope and Twyman-Green interferometer con- 

figuration to produce gratings of 5.0 and 3.2 micron periods.   The 
beam splitters are 10cm S102 cubes split on the hypotenuse.    Using 

the cadmium laser,    insufficient power was available to expose the 
photoresist in a period less than one hour.   The krypton laser 

provided sufficient power to expose the photoresist; however, the 
fluorescence due to the telescope aperture and the two beam 

splitters was sufficient to obscure the visibility of the fringes. 
The total path length including the various glasses was 22cni.    There- 

fore, the further work in the ultraviolet and projection of Mnges ( 

in the photoresist was discontinued.   A krypton laser using the 5682A 

emission line has been employed to produce the gratings in high 
resolution photographic plates followed by transfer to photoresist. 

Typical results of this operation are illustrated in the collage in 
Figure 21.   Section A indicates the average density and shows evidence 

of Moire' pattern.   The grating lines in Section A «re vertical whereas 

the dominent Moire' pattern is horizontal.    (The individual grating 
lines are probably not visible after the halftone printing.)   An 

enlargement of the photographic emulsion Is shown in Section B of 
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and wide angle scatter represent defects in the grating which contribute 

to the degradation of the efficiency. 
The metallic grating illustrated in Figure 21C has been employed 

as one wall of a hollow planar waveguide.   The other wall employed a 

glass sheet.    The thickness of the waveguide was set at 100 microns. 
The transmission characteristics of a COg laser beam through this 

waveguide with a grating on one surface is illustrated in Figure 23. 
Tne four dominant emission bands of the CO2 laser are evident.    The 

laser parameters are such that scanning from one rotational-vibrational 

line to the next does not entirely suppress its operation.    Further, 

the experimental configuration and the scanning process excites modes 

in the waveguide as TE3, TE2, TE^ TEQ and TE1, TE2, TE3.    The effect 

of the grating is indicated at approximately 10.2 microns as a reduction 

in the transmission of the waveguide.    A thermal detector was employed 

and its time constant is evident in the figure.   The effect of the 

individual mode orders is not evident in this recording.    Total reflection 
backward wave grating in this experiment is not possible because the 

hollow waveguide will simultaneously support many mode orders while only 

a single order is reflected by the grating.    Because the scanning CO2 

emits discrete lines and because the grating reflectivity applies for 
a specific wavelength, phase matching to produce the backward reflection 

occurs at a selected unidentified mode order.    Changes of the mode order 

represent changes of the angle of Incidence. 

A dominant portion of the effort has concentrated upon use 

of the metallic grating.   This experience (absorption) strongly 

suggests that the grating should be an undulated surface changing 

the waveguide cross section.   The depth of the undulated surface 

to produce the desired coupling coefficient is a factor requiring 
further investigation.   The depth of modulation is determined by 

the preferential characteristics of the chemical etch or Ion milling 
process.    Thus far the modulation depths have been less than one 

micron whereas It is believed that they should be several times 

larger. 
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III.   REVIEW 

A.      CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The effort thus far to develop and demonstrate a C0o gas laser em- 
45 

ploying an integrated optics approach continues to suggest its feasibility, 

merits , and pctentia. for including means for wide range electronic tuning. 

The first objective demonstrating this operation has thus far not been 

achieved, because the initial design parameters selected within which it 

is necessary 10 create a continuous uniform plasma discharge at relatively 

high pressure, has resulted in the production of a multiplicity of con- 

centrated arcs.   Thus , the necessary excited CO» plasma within the planar 

hollow active waveguide coupled with the feedback waveguide, has not been 

available for demonstration of laser operation. 

All the techniques and concepts with the potential to produce a uniform 

plasma discharge in a thin waveguide at relatively high pressure have not 

been explored.   Various means to produce a continuous uniform plasma dis- 

charge In the thin waveguide cross section is continuing to receive atten- 

tion.   At this juncture, it may be wise to perform a design tradeoff, 

relaxing the active waveguide thickness to obtain the necessary discharge 

while simultaneously accepting the aggravation of a more severe constraint 

upon the backward wave Bragg diffraction coupler efficiency and possible 

compromise of the wide tuning range capability.   Because the plasma dis- 

charge chamber with its constriction by the thin active waveguide is not 

amenable to analysis, but Instead requires an experimental investigation, 

estimates of the laser characteristics based upon the preceding analysis 

is not practical until the active waveguide configuration can be defined. 

Pursuit of a design to produce a uniform plasma discharge in a thin 

planar waveguide is merited because: 

1. the structure provides for continuous high velocity transverse 

flow of the gas mixture. 

2. the planar waveguide configuration allows a high thermal con- 

ductive wall (BeO) to be In intimate contact with the plasma. 

3. transverse flow and transverse excitation provides for a homo- 

geneous pressure and temperature profile and thus a uniform laser 

collision-broadened emission line. 
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4.  transverse excitation reducing the gap minimizes the require- 
ment for high electric fields. 

These features are not conveniently available in a waveguide capillary 
structure using a longitudinal flow excitation and coincident with the 
optical axis. 

The characteristics of distributed-feedback lasers have been studied 
with regard toward their application to C02 planar-cavity-waveguide lasers. 
A coupled mode approach has been used to derive the coupling constants 
between contra-directional waves propagating in both the active gas wave- 
guide and the passive feedback waveguide. It shows that the desired 
coupling may be readily achieved with small perturbations in either the 
refractive index of the dielectric feedback waveguide or by changes of 
its cross section. In addition, the complex reflection coefficients for 
distributed periodic structures have been computed which provide added 
insight into the behavior of DFB lasers. Production of the contra- 
directional couplers by interferometric techniques is satisfactory, 
however, requires ultraviolet fringe generation directly in the photo- 
resist with an absolute minimum of optical elements. 

A "longitudinal resonance" analysis using the coupled modes was used 
to derive complex eigenvalue equations giving threshold values of the laser 
oscillation frequency for distributed hetero-feedback DHFB lasers. It 
was shown that a DHFB structure having a central gap in a continuous feed- 
back grating gives added control over the lasing spectrum by virtue of 
the fact that the frequency spacing of the primary lasing modes away from 
the Bragg frequency is strongly dependent upon the length of the central 
gap. For very small gap lengths and low gain, the longitudinal mode 
spacing can be several times larger than the spacing in a conventional 
Fabry-Perot of the same length. Thus, the nonuniform distributed feedback 
and the frequency selectivity of the contra-directional couplers provides i i 
an independent means to control the longitudinal mode period which can be 
employed to advantage in a high pressure CO- laser to affect a wider un- . 
ambiguous tuning range. IJ 

The use of an integrated optics approach to construction is merited 
because of the attendant economies from batch and planar processing techniques. 
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Further, the planar construction with all circuit elements embedded In 

the substrate and superstrate surfaces provides an Inherent stability. 

Further, the planar configuration coupled with traveling surface elastic 

waves provides a convenient alternative means for tuning the laser with 

a minimum of control power, because of the Interaction throughout the 

entire active/passive waveguide region. 
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